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Proof of Build

OUR KEY OBJECTIVE IS TO HAVE
EVERYTHING READY BEFORE
LAUNCH WITHOUT EMPTY
PROMISES
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WHAT IS SNOOPAPE
SnoopApe is a revolutionary
Ecosystem developed using
the latest Web3 technology
catered specifically to
generate passive income,
By holding SnoopApe, holders
will receive USDC as a reward.
Our team have worked in total
silence for approximately 6
months, drafting out a study
plan and the development of
the most crucial part which is
our dApp and the Proof of
Build (POB) mechanism.
SnoopApe was ultimately
derived from the observation
of the numerous errors that
contributed to the downfall of
tokens on BSC and ETH in the
past year. Our tokenomics is
the outcome from
comprehensive study,
analyzing and calculation
based on more than 15
different tokenomics.

"Our key objective is to
have everything completed
before launch and without
empty promises!"

SnoopApe team will be
providing their investors a
platform with functions such as:
Home Center with reward
tracker, news feed and chart
Staking
NFT Mint
NFT Staking
Swap
Proof of Build (POB)
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TOKENOMICS
Total Supply: 100.000.000.000
Staking Performance Fee: 2%
Wallet Transfer: 0%
Buy/Sell Tax: 10%
Tax Distribution:
5% USDC Reward
3% Marketing
1% Dev
1% Auto Liquidity

Burn
10%

Private Sale
3.5%

Presale
25.5%
Locked for CEX
20%

Development
2.5%
LP
13.5%
Staking
25%
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STAKING
SnoopApe offers a revolutionary staking system with a fixed APY.
Holders have the option to enter a pool and lock their tokens inside
for a duration of 30/60/90/120 days.
The APY value correlates with its lock duration hence a longer
lock period will yield a higher APY.
It is possible to claim (harvest) the farmed tokens within our staking
platform once the lock period has been fulfilled.
Holders who wish to continue staking and reinvesting may choose
to compound their farmed tokens at any given time which in return
would increase the APY.
Our staking platform is also designed to distribute rewards in USDC
to our holders based on
SnoopApe's trading
volume.
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NFT MINT

SnoopApe was born with a
very specific objective, that
is to offer holders with
360-degree services.
Upon consideration,
we felt that it is essential to
incorporate SnoopApe with
NFT Utilities.
Our NFTs were designed
with passion and they're
not only beautiful but they
also provide good return of
investment to their holders
from staking.
The collection is supplied
by 10K NFTs.
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NFT STAKING
Staking of NFT(s) on our dashboard and its fairly simple and direct.
Mint SnoopApe NFT(s) and stake them to receive SnoopApe tokens
which you can claim to use or add them into our staking pool for
more tokens.
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PROOF OF BUILD
What is the long-term plan after launch?
One of our future direction now is to provide a one-stop solution for
upcoming projects.
We are in the midst of developing a platform which enables new
projects to integrate functions such as Staking,
NFT Minting or NFT Staking seamlessly and effortlessly into their
existing/upcoming project ecosystem for which they would be able
to receive a ready-to-use source code (generic or customized
version) to be integrated into their website.
This platform works within a smart contract where all relevant
information is to be provided by the user via our smart wizard in
dapp and he will then be guided to make the purchase. Our
backend processing will begin upon confirmation of payment
transaction. Code generation will be initiated once payment is
confirmed and upon completion the final source code will be
stored within IPFS, ready to downloaded and hosted autonomously
by the user on his website.
We believe that this is something revolutionary
and we are also working continuously on all the
possibility of complete automization for POB.
Proof of Build (POB) mechanism can be
expanded in various ways and offers many
services in a blockchain.
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ROADMAP
Q1 2022
Phase 1
Idea Generation
Realization of concept on
paper
Case studies
Market Survey
Long-term study of 15
different tokenomics
Tokenomics Generation
Core team recruitment
Proof of Build Concept

Q2 2022
Phase 2
Create Website
Establish Github reposity
Develop Token Contract
Develop Staking Contract
Develop NFT Mint Contract
Develop NFT Staking Contract
Develop Private Sale Contract
Design Text Logo
Design Infographic Logo
Design NFT Collection V1
Whitepaper
Develop the dApps
Create of all Social Media
(Telegram, Twitter, Medium,
Instagram, Subreddit)
Testing of Contracts and the
dApps on Testnet

Q3-Q4 2023
Phase 5
Consolidation & Expantion to
Asian Territory
Partnerships
Extreme Marketing Push
50K Holders
Tier 1 Exchange Listing
Proof of Build V1 Release
Upgrade dApps

Q3-Q4 2022
Phase 3
Community Build-up
Marketing
NFT Collection V2
Launch dApp: PrivateSale
Launch dApp: NFT Mint
Contract Audit
Presale Marketing
Launch of the PreSale
Launch on PancakeSwap
Verify Token on BSCScan
Post-Launch Marketing
Launch dApp: Staking
Launch dApp: NFT Staking
Launch dApp: Swap
CMC/CG Listing
10K Holders
Trustwallet Logo
Alfa version - Proof of Build

Q1-Q2 2023
Phase 4
SEO campaign
Staking Pool expansion
Increase social media
Outreach
Beta version - Proof of Build
30K Holders
Tier 2 Exchange Listing
Marketing Partnership

www.snoopape.io
@SnoopApe
@SnoopApe
r/SnoopApe
snoopapebsc
snoopape_official

